The LCO Group –
Supplementing an existing IT staff or consultant
Many small to mid-size businesses get by reasonably well with their existing IT
support structure, without realizing that specialized services that work with –
and do not seek to displace - their existing network engineers are available.
The LCO Group is an industry leader in providing these high-level business
services, and can help your business maximize productivity and reduce risk
exposure.

Specialist Engineers for Specialist Tasks
The LCO Group employs first-class IT consultants that bring a specialists
knowledge and expertise to our clients. While ‘generalist’ network support
engineers have their place, to truly maximize the application of technology a
specialist is often required.
Our staff-augmentation offerings range from compliance audits, expenditure
analysis, program architecture and database design, disaster recovery and
business continuity planning and implementation, high availability networking
solutions, internet/ecommerce solutions, business documentation, virtual
CIO/IT governance, and others. We employ and work with technology leaders
such IBM, Cisco, and Microsoft to ensure that our engineers are always
knowledgeable in the latest product offerings, and our Recertification
programs help keep us on the cutting edge of technology.

Working As Part of Your Team
At The LCO Group, we do not try to impose our framework or culture onto our
clients - we recognize that we are part of *their* team - and everything we do
keeps that simple principle in mind. Communication and documentation rank
amongst our highest priorities - and we strive to keep our partners - our
clients - fully informed and involved in the entire decision making process.

Contact Us Today for a Free Consultation–
and take your technology to the next level.

STAFF AUGMENTATION
OFFERINGS
Security Audits/ Risk
Exposure Analysis
Remote Site Disaster
Recovery
IT Expenditure Analysis
Network Assessments
Performance Baselining
Programming/Database
Design and Architecture
SEO/ Ecommerce Analysis
Emergency Coverage
SEC/ HIPPA
Compliance Services
Business Process
Documentation
Virtual CIO/IT
Governance

Data Center Buildouts
At The LCO Group, we start off all client engagements with a free, onsite
consultation with a trained, experienced, and certified *engineer* - not a simple salesmen. We will discuss your
technology, its application to your business, and how other firms are employing technology to gain a
competitive edge.

Take your business to the next level with Network Service Solutions from
The LCO Group. Call 888 517 0088 today or visit us www.thelcogroup.com
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